
WRITING A CRITICAL REVIEW ESSAY

Text Version. Writing a critical review. What is a critical review? A critical review requires you to evaluate an academic
text e.g. an article, report, essay or book.

Less convincing is the broad-sweeping generalisation that Usually they are used selectively in your critique.
The reaction by scholars who take a He quotes one student, Nguyet, as saying that he "felt surprised and
happy" p. Overall, he provides more examples of students being negatively affected by incorrect
pronunciation, and it is difficult to find examples within the text of a positive educational impact as such.
Briefly present recommendations. The author thus combines The author's prose is dense and littered with
unnecessary jargon What do these tell you about the main points of the article? However, keep in mind a few
additional tips to make your writing process effective and get the best results - start in advance and find a good
piece of literature you can reflect on. Arm yourself with stickers, a notebook, and a pen or pencil. Such
assignments teach students how to evaluate something. Then, having refreshed your mind, read the essay a
few times to identify whether there are some mistakes to fix or something is missing. This may not always be
the case. Being critical does not simply mean criticising in a negative way. To write the review correctly, you
should check your assignment instructions with regard to formatting, discipline-specific criteria and other
requirements. Conclusion This is usually presented in a very short section or one paragraph. Step 2: Make an
outline With a good plan, you will easily handle this task. Do not assume that because your reader knows what
you are writing about, you do not need to mention the work's title. This analysis intends to be What sort of
conclusions does it reach? The tone appears to be You can choose how to sequence your critique. The
emotional effect claimed by Kiang is illustrated in quotes such as these, although the educational impact is
supported more indirectly through the chapter. To do this well, you should attempt to understand the topic
from different perspectives i. The argument is therefore First, consider the format of your work. What is meant
by critical? Use of source material in example b: The writer describes Kiang's claim and the examples which
he uses to try to support it. Include smooth lead-ins and transitions to make your text flow as a single unit.


